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III. Slides reflecting the essence of the practical part. Here are the main indicators, the points of the
study - schemes, tables, charts, graphics. That is, the practical part is mostly visual, without excess
text. 3-7 slides.

IV. Conclusions and suggestions on the topic of research. Most often taken from the final part of the
course (thesis) work. The word conclusion is not written. All this is better to arrange in the form of a
marked list on one slide.

 Stages of creating a presentation
Run the program, we find on the Home button the Create slide button, choose the title. Fill. At this
stage it is better to choose the design of the presentation in the Design tab so that you immediately
see how your presentation will look like.
For the rest of the slides, it is better to use a layout of the header and an object. Adjust the font size
and placement of text on the slide so that it looks good.
Text insert via copy insert.
Pictures insert through copying Insert or tab Insert - drawing.
Tables and charts can be copied from the course (thesis) work or make directly in the program. Box
tab - Table (diagram).
If you need to create a scheme, use the tool in the Box tab. Here is a large selection of schemes of
schemes, you can pick up something that is suitable for you. Follow the design, choose not too
multicolor options.
If necessary, the slides can be numbered. On the Insert tab, find the slide number button. We put a
tick in front of the words the slide number and not to show on the title slide, then click to apply to all.
The next stage in creating a presentation may be the writing of the report (not required stage). The
report provides text that will accompany each slide of your presentation.

Basic errors when creating a presentation

In conclusion, I would like to highlight the main mistakes that teachers pay attention to.
Use too bright colors in the design.
Choosing a dark background. Even worse, if the color of the font on a dark background will be
unreadable or too poisonous-bright.
Poor readable or small font.
Too much text.
Excessive presentation of presentations (diagrams and tables of different colors, the use of more
than 3 colors in the design of text and schemes).
Too many slides (more than 15).
Lack of sequence, connectedness in the presentation of the material.
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